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Shake things up at Christmas
Staying in is the new going out this
Christmas. With money tight and
temperatures dropping, why not stay home
and host your very own cocktail party.
Kelly Clark has been learning how.

I mpressing your friends by
throwing together a flash
cocktail Tom Cruise style is

all well and good in theory. But,
unless you know how, your
get-together can become a
disaster with a room full of
thirsty guests.

Luckily, mixologist Ozzie
Orchison, from Tutti Tuscan
Grille, at Freeport, Braintree,
was willing to reveal his secrets
to the most simple, yet stunning
tropical drinks to make any
house party go with a swing.

It turns out, anyone can serve
up such delights as the
restaurant’s Key Lime Martini.
A top tip is to fill the glass with
ice and soda water while you are
mixing the ingredients to keep it
nice and chilled. For this drink,
we used a stem glass, enabling
you to hold the glass without
warming the contents with your
hands.

To make the twist on the
classic cocktail, put ice in your
mixer and add one-and-a-half
ounces of Absolut vanilla vodka
and half a shot of Malibu.
Squeeze a fresh lime into the
mixer and drop the whole thing
in, before adding pineapple juice
and then the fun bit...shake it!
The more you shake, the colder
your drink will be when you
pour it out. Empty your serving

glass of its ice and strain the
cocktail through the mixer lid.

Ridi Stanisauskas, Tutti’s
deputy manager, has an endless
list of cocktails he can prepare,
having worked in Tenerife for
years where he had to learn and
remember 250 varieties.

He said: “People always come
back to the classics. I was
drinking mojitos 15 years ago
when nobody had heard of them.
Now, drinks based on the classic
martinis of the 1920s and 1930s
are popular again. It depends
what type of bars people are
drinking in as to what is
fashionable.

“People are frightened to make
these drinks for themselves at
home as they look so good. It’s
all about getting consistency,
learning what to add or take
away to get it right, just like
making a sauce when you cook.
We say to start with the basics
and add until it’s right for you.
There are so many variations on
each cocktail, like the pina
colada, for example.

“We urge people to try
different things and to have a go
at recreating them at home.”

Even Ridi’s old favourite, the
mojito, gets a modern twist at
Tuttis. To make the raspberry
mojito at home, crush some ice
in your glass, squeeze a lime into

it and drop the whole thing in.
Add mint and raspberries and
crush it all. Add one shot of rum,
raspberry liqueur Chambord,
syrup water and sparking water.
The result is the most
wonderfully colourful drink your
friends will be bowled over by.

Ridi said: “If you’re having a
party, there’s nothing wrong
with picking just one cocktail,

making up a litre jug of it and
keeping it in the fridge. Pick one
and get it right rather than
trying to do too many and
getting them wrong. Something
like the Key Lime Martini is
very easy. If you measure your
ingredients out, it will come out
right every time. To make a jug
of it, just times everything by
four.

“If you’re having a dinner
party, the martini is very
popular as an aperitif.”

For an alternative dinner
party dessert, Ozzie
demonstrated how the chocolate
milkshake with a twist is just as
easy to create. For the Baileys
and Kahlua chocolate shake, put

one shot of Baileys, one shot of
Kahlua, two scoops of chocolate
ice cream and 100ml of milk into
a blender. To add even more wow
factor, Ozzie said to swirl
chocolate sauce around the glass
before pouring in the drink.

I know what I’ll be doing at
home this festive season...
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